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Descriptive Summary
Title: Nancy Parent Collection
Dates: 1870s-1915
Collection Number: 2015.65
Creator/Collector:
Extent: 1/2 flat box
Repository: Contra Costa County Historical Society
Martinez, California 94553
Abstract: Some promotional materials from the 1915 Pan Pacific Exhibition and a scrapbook of news article. These materials belonged to the donor’s mother.
Language of Material: English
Access
Collection is open for research.
Publication Rights
Contact the Contra Costa County Historical Society for publication permission.
Preferred Citation
Nancy Parent Collection. Contra Costa County Historical Society
Scope and Content of Collection
•Postcards of Panama Canal •Scrapbook, clippings probably from the Contra Costa Gazette, no dates. Back pocket has additional clippings not pasted in. The last few pages have missing articles that had been previously pasted in. •Catalog of the Pan Pacific Exhibition
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